Distinguish your space with the perfect element—color.

Color is an important part of establishing your distinct brand. It’s more than visual appeal. Color can transform your space into something you won’t just see, but you will feel, too.

**Standard Upholstery Colors**

- Mist-813
- Stone-814
- Restful Path-858
- Iron Ore-851
- Lunar Gray-845
- Obsidian-857
- Oasis-843
- Soothing Blue-855

- Cranberry-859
- Deep Earth-854
- Citrus-849
- Sandy Retreat-850
- Curative Copper-846

- Dark Linen-856
- Healing Waters-848
- Shaded Garden-853
- Robust Brown-852
- Latte-860
- Oasis-843
- Soothing Blue-855

- Mist Paint Color (for reference purposes)
UltraFree* Upholstery Colors

There is nothing quite like the rich feel of leather, but it’s too difficult to clean and maintain to be practical in the clinical environment. With UltraFree upholstery, you can have the look and feel of leather with PVC-free material. And now with seamless application, it is easier to clean and disinfect.

*ULTRALEATHER® by Ultrafabrics®

We have tried our very best to accurately represent product colors in this brochure. However, due to the nature of printed media, the color of actual products may differ slightly from how they appear on your printed piece. Colors are subject to change by suppliers. In order to confirm your color selection, we strongly recommend that you contact Midmark Customer Experience at 844-856-1233, option 1, to request a sample before placing your order.